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turoczy ======
turoczy This was a

great conversation for
the 30-ish attendees
who were there. The

author (Jack) had
talked to each of us

individually and
explained his thinking
as we went. If anyone

has the pleasure of
following Jack on
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Twitter, I'm sure he'd
be interested in

feedback. Q: Redux -
firing action from AJAX

call I have the
following list of data
that is returned from

an AJAX call. { "items":
[ {"id": 1, "task": "Task

1"}, {"id": 2, "task":
"Task 2"} ] } The data
is stored in an array
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items, that is mapped
to a component like
this: import React
from'react'; import

{connect} from'react-
redux'; const NoData =

({ items }) => {
return ( No data

available :( ); }; const
Container = ({ loading,

items }) => { if
(!loading) { return
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Items:
{items.map(item => (
{item.task} ))}; } else
{ return Loading...; }
}; const Tasks = ({

items }) => { return (
c6a93da74d
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